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Extreme events are the "wake-up call" for climate change
and they are becoming increasingly expensive both in economic, 
social and environmental terms.

Smith, NCEI 2023 Billion Dollar Disasters by Type



Overview of “Press and Pulse”

• Extremes in temperature and precipitation are 
increasing, with increasing damages
• This results from a combination of long-term trends 

and natural variability – along with changes in 
underlying drivers from anthropogenic forcing 
• We explored underlying physical mechanisms of 

each type of extreme that was of concern to water 
managers, and what is known about trends in these 
extremes into the future



Colorado River Conversations Scenario Planning Workshops
June 2019- April 2020 • Three workshops involved 30 

Colorado River Basin 
representatives

• Explored “black swan events” 
and the areas of uncertainty 
outside the parameters of 
most planning discussions



Identify Nightmare Drivers

Our process involved: 
Identifying drivers of 

change… Building scenarios…



Researching and Writing 
Storylines…

Research and Write Scenarios

Exploring 
Impacts…



And Identifying Common Solutions

Identify Common Solutions

Colorado River Conversations Project
https://ccass.Arizona.edu/Colorado-rver-
conservations-project

https://ccass.arizona.edu/Colorado-rver-conservations-project
https://ccass.arizona.edu/Colorado-rver-conservations-project
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Projected Trends in Water-
Management Related Extremes
• Heat events are likely to increase in frequency, 

magnitude and intensity
• Snowpack volumes expected to continue to 

diminish, timing of melt earlier
• Long-term drying associated with higher 

temperatures expected to continue
• Large forest fires expected to increase
• Sudden wet/dry transitions – wet system shocks will 

increase but multiple mechanisms
• Monsoons less reliable, potentially more extreme




